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A new numerical approach based on the minimization of the local truncation error is 
suggested for the solution of partial differential equations. Uniform Cartesian meshes are used 
for the space discretization. Similar to the finite difference method, the form and the width of 
the discrete (stencil) equations are assumed in advance. A discrete system of equations 
includes regular uniform stencils for internal points and non-uniform stencils for the grid 
points close to the boundary. The procedure for the calculation of the coefficients of stencil 
equations is based on the minimization of the order of the local truncation error and provides 
the optimal accuracy at the given width of stencil equations. Independent of weak 
formulations (Continuous Galerkin, Discontinuous Galerkin and other approaches) used with 
known techniques, the new technique will exceed the accuracy of the known techniques at the 
same widths of stencil equations. In contrast to the finite elements, there is no necessity to 
calculate by integration the elemental mass and stiffness matrices that is time consuming for 
high-order elements. As a mesh, the grid points of a uniform rectangular (square) mesh as 
well as the points of the intersection of the boundary of a complex domain with the 
horizontal, vertical and diagonal lines of the Cartesian mesh are used; i.e., in contrast to the 
finite element meshes, a trivial mesh is used with the new approach. Changing the width of 
the stencil equations, different high-order numerical techniques can be developed. The main 
advantages of the new approach are a high accuracy, trivial meshes and the simplicity of the 
formation of a discrete (semi-discrete) system for irregular domains. Currently the new 
technique is applied to the solution of the wave, heat and Laplace equations. At the same 
number of degrees of freedom, the new approach yields much more accurate results than 
known numerical techniques (e.g., the finite element method, finite volume method, finite 
difference method, isogeometric elements and others) and significantly (by a factor of 1000 
and more) reduces the computation time at a given accuracy. 
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